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Abstract 

Passive gains are becoming essentials with the introduction of new buildings thermal regulations. To 

optimize such gains, districts ground plan have to be based not only on urban consideration, but on 

bioclimatic considerations as well. Bioclimatism first purpose is to take advantage of the local climate and 

modify it if needed to obtain as much passive gains as possible for the building performance and interior 

comfort to be improved. The second one is to create a good exterior climate and pedestrian comfort. In 

fact, the first total factor of energy savings is the density of buildings. It is then of the greatest importance 

to attract population downtown by offering comfortable exterior spaces that can compete with more rural 

areas. This thesis will then focus on the wind flows impact on the outdoor and pedestrian comfort. To 

conduct this research, some points need to be clarified. 

First, what is the optimum scale to study and adapt the climate to our needs? The scale of the district had 

several advantages compared to a city or a dwelling scale: it is a representative city sample, its scale is 

reduced enough for limited data quantity to allow the evaluation of the development decisions impact on 

the building performance, it has a reduced number of decision makers diminishing the decision 

complexity and a certain amount of freedom remains allowing to adapt at best the local climate to the 

project needs. 

Second, who will be the actors of the bioclimatic conception during the project? The planner and the 

conception team are ubiquitous during a district conception phase and have a central position in the 

decision making. Hence, it is with them that the integration of the bioclimatic approach will be the more 

effective. 

Third, the success of the thesis is based on the capacity to make the heat engineers and the conception 

team exchange on the subject of bioclimatism. As a result, it had to be realized in a company possessing at 

least heat engineers and one of the conception team professions. The French company SCE, part of the 

Keran group, offered such environment with urban planning and energy and building activities. 
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The process of the study was the following. A benchmark was made on the existing software that could be 

use by the company to realize pedestrian and outdoor comfort analysis. Then, an outdoor comfort study 

was made on a district construction project in the French town of Cancale. The project buildings impact 

on one another was analyzed. For each high frequency wind incidences, simulations were run first in 2D 

dimension and second in 3D dimensions. Based on the wind speed values inside the district zone 

calculated by the software, discomfort zone had be highlight. According to the level of discomfort, the 

installation of different wind breakers type was recommended.  
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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 French thermal regulations evolution 

The first French thermal regulation, also called RT 1974, was initiated in 1974 as a result of the first oil 

crisis of 1973. Its purpose was to reduce of 25% the energy consumption of new dwellings compared to 

the norms fixed since 1950 by limiting the heat losses. The effort was concentrated on the insulation of 

the walls facing the exterior and the air regeneration within the dwelling. 

 

The second French thermal regulation of 1982, or RT 1982, this time resulting from the oil crisis of 1979, 

aimed to decrease from 20% more the energy consumption of those same dwellings compared to the 

requirements of the RT 1974. 

 

In 1988, a new regulation called RT 1988 was created, targeting the new buildings as a whole. The 

calculation of the energy consumption was not limited anymore to the heat losses due to the isolation 

performance and took into account the heating and hot water needs as well as the installed equipments 

efficiency. The air-conditioning and ventilation were taken into consideration for the non-residential 

building exclusively. 

 

The following RT 2000 set two new targets. First, the dwellings maximal energy consumption was reduced 

of 20% compared to the RT 1988 requirements. Second, the non-residential buildings maximal energy 

consumption was reduced of 40% to catch up the gap between their current requirements and the ones 

applied to the dwellings. The RT 2000 innovated by considering summer comfort. Maximum 

temperatures have been fixed and for the non-air-conditioned buildings the possibility of opening the 

windows was foreseen mainly based on the climatic area, the thermal inertia and the solar protection. The 

builders had now to comply with this energy saving, summer comfort and energy consuming equipments 

performance requirements. 

 

With the RT 2005, the new buildings and extensions energy consumption was improved of 15% 

compared with the previous thermal regulation. Furthermore, a five-year review was planned with an 

energy consumption reduction target of 40% between 2000 and 2020. The RT 2005 included renewable 

energies within the reference calculations as well as a bioclimatic dimension for its positive impact on 

building needs reduction and summer comfort. A high energy performance labeling system (THE, THPE, 

BBC, etc.) was launched simultaneously. 

 

Finally, the RT 2012 currently in force plans to reduce the primary energy use in buildings by a factor 

three. The objective is to fall below the 50 kWh.m-2.year-1 of primary energy threshold equivalent to the 

French low consumption building label (BBC). Since 2013, year of its enforcement, the whole new French 

real-estate complies with it. Same as for the RT 2005, the requirements relate to the global performance, 

the energy consumption and summer comfort, as well as the minimum level of equipments. It is still 

focused around five energy usages: heating, cooling, hot water production, lighting and auxiliaries. It 

stands out from the previous RT by introducing a minimum energy efficiency requirement for the building 

heating, cooling and artificial lighting. 
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 Figure 1 : Thermal regulation evolution in kWhep/m²/year (Ministère de 

l'écologie, du Développement durable, des Transports et du Logement, 

2011) 

 

 

For the whole real-estate, we can distinguish four distinct components impacting the building energy 

performance: the envelope, the equipments, the use and the exploitation. When the first oil crisis occured, 

the buildings frames were performing poorly from a thermal perspective. The oil price was very low at the 

time and the trend was not to control the energy budget. Because of this bad insulation of the buildings, 

the greatest consumption post was clearly the “heating”. With the thermal regulation evolution, the 

envelopes performance became better and better, decreasing the building heating needs due to the 

envelope thermal losses [Figure 1]. Since the RT 2005, the building envelope is mastered enough for the 

building use – users and in place equipments contribution - and the building exploitation to become real 

issues. Already with the RT 2012 and soon with the RT 2020, the buildings are asked to perform nearly or 

even identically than the Positive Energy Buildings or BEPOS in France. Those are buildings producing 

more energy, both electricity and heat, than their own functioning needs. Most of the time those passive 

buildings have a high performance with an estimated consumption around 50 kWh/m²/year according to 

the ADEME and are heavily equipped in energy production systems compared to their needs. Passive 

gains optimization is then becoming essential as “over equipment” is not sufficient enough to be able to 

reach a “positive” building status. To achieve such goal, the surrounding climate will have to be taken 

advantage of. 

 

1.2 From Building performance to pedestrian comfort 

 

1.2.1 Bioclimatism definition 

Numerous eco-conception concept, bioclimatism or durable construction definitions, some more complex 

than others, already exist. According to the ASHRAE, the eco-conception is a conception that minimizes 

the human activity negative impact on the natural environment, the materials, the resources, and the 

processes that rule in nature (ASHRAE Press., 2006). According the Brundtland report, the development 

is sustainable “if it meets the need of the present without compromising the ability of future generations 

to meet their own needs” (World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), 1987). For 

Herman Daly, to be sustainable “a society needs to meet three conditions: Its rates of use of renewable 

resources should not exceed their rates of regeneration; its rates of use of non-renewable resources should 

not exceed the rate at which sustainable renewable substitutes are developed; and its rates of pollution 

emissions should not exceed the assimilative capacity of the environment.” ().  

 

While these definitions are general and more adapted to a planet scale than city, district or even building 

scales. Samuel Courgey (Courgey S. et Oliva J.P., 2008) defines bioclimatism as a combination of two 
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targets. The first bioclimatic conception target consists in achieving a balance between the conception and 

the construction, the climate and the building surrounding environment, the lifestyles and rhythms of its 

inhabitants. The second bioclimatic conception target is to achieve adequacy between: the building; the 

collection and protection systems, the heating and regulation system; the housing tenure and the behavior 

of the inhabitants. 

 

1.2.2 Building performance and outdoor space comfort 

Bioclimatism is then to take advantage of the local climate and modify it if needed to obtain as much 

passive gain as possible for the building performance and interior comfort to be improved according to 

the second target. However another of its goals is to create a good exterior climate and pedestrian 

comfort. In fact, the first total factor of energy savings is the density of buildings. It is then of the greatest 

importance to attract population downtown by offering comfortable exterior spaces that can compete 

with more rural areas. Having a good urban microclimate, have others positive impacts (REITER S., 

2007): 

 The urban microclimate strongly influences the area energy consumption. For example, when the 

sources of outdoor discomfort are limited, walking, bicycling or public transports are promoted 

thus decreasing the energy consumed and pollution produced per inhabitants. 

 

 An urban design based on the study of the microclimate does not only improve pedestrian 

comfort but also the building performance. For example, a well ventilated outdoor space has a 

good air quality that will allow having less air purifying equipments and as a result, reduces the 

global building energy consumption. In addition, it potentially allows the use of an air-

conditioning system by natural ventilation. 

 

Initially, to create a comfortable dwelling with comfortable outdoor spaces, in harmony with its 

environment, the knowledge of the area topography and the local climate was sufficient. However the 

territory growing urbanization comes to modify those original topography and climate: the rainfall 

patterns, the wind flows, the solar resources, etc. By having a climate to a town, commune or even district 

scale, it becomes impossible to make recommendations on a spread area. Each project needs to be studied 

individually. As a result, the climate impacting project parameters have to be measured as they have an 

impact on the buildings performance and the pedestrian comfort. This thesis will focus on the wind flows 

impact on the outdoor and pedestrian comfort. 

 

To conduct this research, some points need to be clarified: what is the optimum scale to study and adapt 

the climate to our needs? And who will be the actors of the bioclimatic conception during the project? 

Those questions will be answered in the following chapter. 

 

2 Thesis context 

 

2.1 Study scale 

The bioclimatic conception requires a global approach that can’t be obtained at the building or plot scales. 

In fact, if the engineering consultants control the materials and equipments that will be used in the 

building construction, they are impacted by the plot climate called “microclimate” by Samuel Courgey 

(Courgey S. et Oliva J.P., 2008). The microclimate results from the interaction between physical 
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phenomena – wind, sunshine - , urban forms, natural elements, urban design and human activity. Hence, it 

is at a wider scale that real progresses are made upon the microclimate and so upon the building passive 

gains. The study complexity increasing proportionally to the study area size, a compromise had to be 

found between a too reduced plot scale and a city scale with an inhibiting complexity. In addition, when 

working with a global approach in bioclimatic conception, one has to work on a spatial scale keeping 

microclimate homogeneity. The district seemed highly appropriate as an intermediate scale between plot 

and city. 

 

 

 

 Figure 2 : Territory, district and building development interactions 
(Carfantan G., Vignes-Rubio C. et Bonnet K., 2005) 

 

 

District planning is at the junction between national and plot planning as it derives from the national 

planning and enforce constraints to plot planning. The Figure 2 illustrates the fact that at the building 

feasibility and technical studies start, few decisions already have been made based on the district studies. 

Those decisions, presented as prescriptions, are gathered in a subdivision called Dossier d’Arrêter de Lotir 

(DAL) or Plan Local d’Urbanisme (PLU) depending on the type of district development. As a matter of 

fact, we need to differentiate two district development procedures (Dufrasnes E. et Achard G., 2006): 

 The allotment which is a private initiative procedure requiring a complete property right 

beforehand 

 The joint development zone (JDZ) which is a public initiative procedure launched by the 

collectivity; the property right is not needed and the planning can be entrusted to a public or 

private planning authorities. 

 

According to Charlot-Valdieu (Charlot-Valdieu C. et Outrequin P., 2001) the district scale is relevant for a 

sustainable development approach. At a time when we still do not control all the sustainable development 

dimensions at a city scale, the district, more homogeneous, allows to experiment measures according to 

the territory and its specificities. It is all the more true when the district has several advantages: 

 It is a representative city sample with its dwellings, transportation infrastructures, shopping 

facilities, public spaces, etc.  

 Its scale is reduced enough for limited data quantity to allow the evaluation of the development 

decisions impact on the building performance 
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 The district scale, unlike the city scale, has a reduced number of decision makers diminishing the 

decision complexity. 

 A certain amount of freedom [Figure 3] remains allowing to adapt at best the microclimate to the 

project needs. 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3 : Theoretical evolution of available data quantity and 

modification possibilities (CHERQUI F., 2005) 

 

 

In reality, those curves are not smooth as the different district parts are developed at different speed and 

degrees. A district conception and construction part last 5 to 10 years. During this period, the available 

data quantity is low but the modification possibilities are high. During the district life phase which length 

depends on its use, data on maintenance, financial aspect, etc. will be collected but modifications will be 

complex to enforce. In the end, some district buildings can be renovated. In this case, the modification 

possibilities slightly increase and the high data quantity will decrease. In a nutshell, even if the available 

data quantity is low during the conception and construction phase, the high number of modification 

possibilities indicates it as the more adapted phase for an optimized mezzoclimate creation. 

 

In the end, to work at this scale allows to take into consideration the district development impact on the 

area microclimate and the buildings performance. Taking into account those bioclimatic aspects 

beforehand eases the obtention of passive gains and a better exterior atmosphere within the public spaces. 

 

2.2 Bioclimatic conception actors 

Numerous participants take part into a district development project. The main actors can be divided in six 

distinct groups (Dufrasnes E. et Achard G., 2006) (Carfantan G., Vignes-Rubio C. et Bonnet K., 2005) : 

 The planner: major sustainable development actor, he creates future urban spaces and 

equipments that will match the population needs 

 

 The conception team:  

- The urban planner: dedicated to space and use organization and management, from the 

programming to the conception phase 

- The landscaper : dedicated to the landscape preservation, highlight or restoration 

- The technical studies bureau specialized in environment : intervening to realize impact 

studies or water law forms requested by the current legislation 

- The geometrician : expert drawing the site and topographic plans 
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 The collectivity: combining the local councilors responsible for the urbanization, the technical 

services and the potential consultants contacted 

 

 Exterior partners: 

- The licensors: water, energy, telecommunication, etc. 

- Initiating departments: prefecture, DDE, DRAC, etc. 

- The financers: ADEME, the region, the state, Europe, etc. 

 

 The public: including the future users and the actual residents 

 

 The promoters or buyers: in the ZAC planning case, the promoters organize the funding of 

dwellings, commercial or industrial buildings construction for the purpose of reselling it 

(Larousse, 1996). In the allotment development case, the buyers or owners of the plots 

manage it without any resale perspective (Larousse, 1996). 

 

The actors’ interventions are spread over the time as illustrated bellow: 

 

 

 

 Figure 4 : Actors interventions during a district development (Carfantan 

G., Vignes-Rubio C. et Bonnet K., 2005) 

 

 

During the study phase [Figure 4], the planner and its conception team interact with different actors 

groups to define a feasible and accepted by all guide-plan [Figure 5]. 
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 Figure 5 : Actors relationships during district conception phase 

(Dufrasnes E. et Achard G., 2006) 

 

 

As described in Figure 5, the planner and its conception team compose the intern follow-up committee 

and will have interactions all along the project with each others called “team work” by Carfantan 

(Carfantan G., Vignes-Rubio C. et Bonnet K., 2005). This intern follow-up committee will communicate 

with the exterior partners to present the project and find upstream solutions to possible problems. The 

committee alongside the collectivity will form the external follow-up committee that will discuss about 

every decisions to take during the project. 

 

In the end, the external follow-up committee will supervise a public consultation campaign that will help 

to collect the inhabitants expectations, to explain the project targets and for the population to take 

ownership of the project. The promoters and buyers will be informed at the same time of the actions that 

will be launched. Therefore, the planner and the conception team are ubiquitous during the conception 

phase and have a central position in the decision making. Hence, it is with them that the integration of the 

bioclimatic approach will be the more effective. 

 

2.3 The company 

The success of the thesis was based on the capacity to make the heat engineers and the conception team 

exchange on the subject. As a result, it had to be realized in a group possessing at least heat engineers and 

one of the conception team professions. The French company SCE, part of the Keran group, offered 

such environment. 

 

The keran group, created in 2015, is specialized in consulting and engineering. The group is composed of 

4 subsidiaries: 

 Créocéan : company of services and consulting in oceanography, coastline and sea environment 
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 Naomis : company specialized in information systems for the management of environment, 
territory planning or technical patrimony management 

 

 Groupe 8 : company of studies in urban development, economics, finance and engineering 
 

 SCE : company specialized in territory planning and environment 
 

 

 

 

 Figure 6: Keran group organization  

 

SCE, created in 1981, is the main company of the Keran group with 370 employees for sale revenue of 

27.4 million Euros. Its headquarters are based in Nantes, but the company owns 9 others agencies in 

France. 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 7: SCE agencies  

 

The company activity is oriented toward 6 main axes that are: 

 Landscape & Urban planning 

 Urban infrastructures 

 Transportation infrastructures 

Keran 
group 

Créocéan 

Naomis 

Groupe 
8 

SCE 
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 Water 

 Environment 

 Energy & Building 

 

3 Wind flows 

 

3.1 Wind circumvention effects 

When the wind encounters an obstacle, he is forced to circumvent it. The more exposed building face 

undergo an over pressurization while its opposed face undergo an under pressurization. The pressure 

difference explains why, even if the buildings can offer a shelter against strong winds, they create 

secondary effects as draughts or turbulences. Those air flows generated around high buildings are often a 

source of pedestrian discomfort. 

 

Five elementary mechanisms of wind flows around isolated buildings exist (GANDEMER J., BARNAUD 

G., 1975): 

 Edge effect 

 Wake effect 

 Bridge effect under buildings 

 Vortex roll 

 Bar effect 

 

Those five mechanisms describe the discomfort zones for the pedestrians generated by the wind 

circumvention of simple buildings. Those effects and the discomfort zone they initiate are described 

below. 

 

Occurring at the building base, the vortex roll depends of 

the building height and of the wind speed vertical profile. It 

increases greatly the turbulences at ground level. 

Figure 8 : Vortex roll (GANDEMER J., 
BARNAUD G., 1975) 
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The edge effect is a flow phenomenon at the building edges 

that are linking over pressurized upstream face and under 

pressurized lateral face. The discomfort zones are located 

around the edges. The edge effect is mainly characterized by 

an important horizontal speed gradient increases 

pedestrians’ discomfort.  

Figure 9 : Edge effect (GANDEMER J., 

BARNAUD G., 1975) 

 

 

The bar effect is a deviation in spiral of the wind flow when 

encountering a building bar at a 45° incidence angle 

relatively to the wind provenance. The discomfort zone is 

located behind the building bar with high vertical 

turbulence. A building bar is defined as a construction or a 

succession of construction nearly in the same longitudinal 

axis and separated of no more than two times the height of 

those buildings. 
Figure 10: Bar effect (GANDEMER J., 

BARNAUD G., 1975) 

 

The wake effect is a combination of a protected zone 

located behind the building and uncomfortable shearing 

zones on each side of it. The shearing zones have high wind 

speed gradient: the building wakes extend the edge effects 

behind the building. Even if the turbulence is high in the 

protected zone, the low wind speed allows them to be 

considered as protected and ideal for the pedestrians’ 

comfort. 

Figure 11: Wake effect (GANDEMER J., 

BARNAUD G., 1975) 
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The passage effect appears during the creation of a passage 

under a building or when the building gets silted, linking the 

over pressurized building front to the under pressurized 

building back. As a result, the wind accelerates by entering 

in the aperture. The wind incidence relative to the hole plays 

a capital role.  

Figure 12: Passage effect (GANDEMER 

J., BARNAUD G., 1975) 

 

The flow around a building group is the result of various combinations of the fundamental mechanisms 

presented above. The most well-known of these combinations are (GANDEMER J., BARNAUD G., 

1975): 

 Venturi effect 

 Wise effect 

 Liaison effect 

 Double wedge effect 

 

Those effects and the discomfort zone they generate are described below: 

 

The Venturi effect is a collector phenomenon generated by 

a group of construction creating an acute angle open to the 

wind. The discomfort zone is located within the constriction 

zone, where the wind speed is maximal. The group of 

buildings forming the collector does not have to be jointed 

as long as the separation spaces are smaller than their 

average height. 

Figure 13: Venturi effect (GANDEMER 

J., BARNAUD G., 1975) 

 

The Wise effect is a vortex effect occurring at the base of 

high buildings or towers when a lower parallel construction 

is placed upstream. This effect is particularly uncomfortable 

for the pedestrians due to its high vertical wind speed in the 

discomfort zone. 

Figure 14: Wise effect (GANDEMER J., 

BARNAUD G., 1975) 
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When buildings are placed in quincunx, with a nearly normal 

wind flow incidence, a flow phenomenon called liaison 

effect is created between the differently pressurized zones. 

A wind flow will be created in a nearly perpendicular axis 

compared to the surrounding wind flow due to the liaison of 

those zones. 

Figure 15: Liaison effect (GANDEMER J., 

BARNAUD G., 1975) 

 

A double edges effect is generated when the space between 

two bars of construction narrow enough. The discomfort 

zone is then located in the space between the two buildings 

base where the wind speed accelerates. 

Figure 16: Double edges effect 

(GANDEMER J., BARNAUD G., 1975) 

 

It has to be highlight that the wind circumvention effects for the isolated buildings and the building 

groups often appear with a particular wind orientation. In real life, the wind orientation changes 

depending on the day time, the season, etc. The difficulty to predetermine the wind flow in a built 

environment comes most of the time from those orientation changes. It is then essential to consider 

several wind orientations when studying an area wind flow. 

 

3.2 Wind breakers 

 

3.2.1 Generalities 

Wind breakers functions are many (GANDEMER J., GUYOT A., 1981): 

 To slow-down the air flows by introducing kinetic energy dissipation on their path 

 To break the turbulence by reducing the vortex size 

 To guide the flows in favor of non ventilated sectors 

 To break with a three-dimensional burst all the flows organizations or concentrations 

 

A wind breaker changes his implantation environment. A way to successfully integrate it is to give it one 

or more complementary roles. For example the complementary function can be sound barrier, creation of 

shadow, sculpture, urban property, visual barrier, game structure, etc. In addition, it will help absorb its 

costs more quickly. 
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Whether the windbreaker is a wall, an embankment or a palisade, a full obstacle is not considered as a 

good windbreaker. The wind flow around an airtight obstacle is similar to the one around buildings: 

 Upstream, an over pressurization make the air flow go upward of the obstacle 

 Downstream, an under pressurization make the air flow go downward to generate vortexes 

As a result, the windbreaker efficiency is evaluated based on its height, its length, the wind incidence and 

its porosity. 

 

 

 

 Figure 17: Windbreaker impact depending on its porosity (GANDEMER J., 

GUYOT A., 1981) 

 

 

According to Figure 17, to have a high reduction of the wind flows on a long enough distance, the optimal 

porosity is between 10 to 25 %. Those porosity levels are obtained with dense or medium density 

windbreakers. If the objective is to obtain a maximal wind speed reduction on a short distance, a dense 

barrier is ideal. But if the objective is to protect an area as big as possible, it is best to give preference to 

medium porosity barrier. 

 

In urban context though, vegetal barriers are often recommended to reduce the wind flow speed around 

the building. A focus is made on this windbreaker type in the following paragraphs. 

 

3.2.2 Focus on vegetal windbreakers 

Vegetation can be used as a wind protection. Hedges, trees alignments, climbing plants increase the 

ground roughness: the wind speed is reduced and the building convective losses are diminished. A high 

range of plants can be used to create those vegetal windbreakers. They have the advantages to be pleasant 

to the eyes and help to implant a rich variety of spaces and landscapes. In addition, its others bioclimatic 

qualities put it as one of the best solution for exterior spaces: 

 It creates shadow and dose the light 

 It limits the warm-up of surface coatings 

 It brings moistness 

 It cleansed the air 

 It creates a visual intimacy for the pedestrians 

 Etc. 
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The following aerodynamic principles still have to be respected for a vegetal barrier to be considered as a 

windbreaker: 

 The vegetal barrier needs to have a more or less homogenous permeability for their full height. As 

a result, the trees foot or the bushes have to be combined with others types of plants as edge or 

coppice, so that the entirety forms an efficient windbreaker. 

 The optimum wind permeability corresponds to a visual void percentage null or small. 

Accordingly, the vegetal barrier constitution will need to be dense. 

 The optimal efficiency is obtained for an orthogonal incidence with respect to the wind. The 

more frequent critical wind flow on the considered site will have to be taken into account. 

 In practice, the plant protective effect against the wind increases when it is combined with others 

aerodynamic interventions as artificial barrier, earthworks, rockeries, etc. 

 

The mainly used types of vegetal windbreakers are: 

 

 The wooded stretch, permeable and wide: 

A wooded stretch, with a 10 m thickness and a garnished foundation, is the more efficient windbreaker. 

The air flow rushes through it almost totally without causing turbulences. Then, it will eliminate itself 

gradually upward. Downstream, no turbulence is generated. 

 

 

 

 Figure 18: Wooded stretch air flow impact (FONTAINE T., 1984)  

 

 The hedges: 

Easier to plant than the wooded stretch, the hedges are still a very efficient solution. The protected area 

length is equivalent to 10 to 20 hedges height. The only drawback of this windbreaker is the average 

height of hedges that is not sufficient enough for house protection. However they are perfectly adapted to 

garden protection. Their porosity can go from 20% to 70%. 
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 Figure 19: Hedges air flow impact (FONTAINE T., 1984)  

 

 The line of trees: 

The efficiency of a line of trees depends on its permeability: for a permeability of 20 to 30%, the wind 

speed is reduced by half and the protected area length is of 15 to 30 average tree heights while for a 

permeability of 80%, the wind speed is only reduced by 20%. 

 

The main problems encountered with the lines of trees are that if the foundations are bare, part of the air 

flow goes under the tree and sometimes accelerates. They need to be combined with others plant species 

that will garnish their feet. 

 

 

 

 Figure 20: Line of trees air flow impact (FONTAINE T., 1984)  

4 Method 

 

4.1 Case study: Cancale Joint Development Zone 

 

The municipality of Cancale is located in the North of the French department of Ille-et-Vilaine, 15 km 

East of St Malo and West of the Mont Saint Michel.  
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 Figure 21: Cancale in France  

 

This town of 5277 inhabitants, in 2011, has based its economy on tourism thanks to its proximity to the 

Mont St Michel and on oyster farming. More than 50% of the population works within the municipality 

and Cancale hospital is their first employer. Within the context of the hospital displacement outside the 

town center, Cancale municipality wants to find a use to the actual site. 

 

 

 

 Figure 22: Cancale dwellings typology  

 

A dense housing sector prevails at the municipality scale. Seaside villas and townhouses located within 

Cancale historic center and alongside the coastline form the heritage architecture of the town. The 

collective dwellings are currently under-represented. 
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 Figure 23: Joint development zone perimeter  

 

The pedestrian comfort analysis perimeter will be the operational perimeter as the expanded perimeter is 

already built and the urban planning team will not be in capacity to change it. 

 

A district urban development project is performed in four main steps: 

 

 

 

 Figure 24: Joint development zone project phases  

 

First, the urban planning team makes an assessment of the Joint Development Zone current situation by 

collecting field data on built environment, roadway, exterior space, vegetation, and climate. Then, based 
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on the Joint Development Zone state described in the first step, a multicriteria analysis is realized to adapt 

the original municipality project according to the constraints of the area and the French legislation. The 

analysis will take into account criteria as the environment, the urbanization, the costs, etc. Next, three 

different scenarios are presented to the municipality council. The scenarios are quite different from each 

other to give an overview of what is possible to do. One scenario or a combination of scenarios is elected 

by the municipality council in the end. Finally, the selected scenario is deepened by the urban planning 

team with among others: a precise ground plan, a cost assessment and an implementation plan. 

 

The wind flow assessment will not be needed by the urban planning team before the third step of the 

project for the buildings heights, floor spaces and positions will not be defined before that. The purpose 

of this analysis will be to make sure the pedestrian comfort within the Joint Development Zone will be of 

a good quality and in the opposite case, recommend solutions to tackle this issue. 

 

4.2 Pedestrian comfort scale 

A wind is considered as a disturbance when its speed exceeds 5 m/s. The pedestrian discomfort is linked 

to the frequency of this threshold overrun: if the frequency of wind overspeed is moderate, it will be 

tolerated by the user. Another impacting factor of pedestrian discomfort is the outdoor space type of 

activity: a user sitting in a high ventilated space will quickly feel uncomfortable while a runner will need 

more time before feeling discomfort. 

 

According to the CSTB, the following frequency in time % can be accepted by the users depending on 

their activities: 

 

Activity Yearly % of the average wind above 5 m/s 

Extended stationary position Few % 

Short stationary position 5% 

Normal walking pace 10% 

Quick walking pace 20% 

Tableau 1 : Link between activity and frequency tolerance 

As the simulation of the wind flows, within the Joint Development Zone, for all the wind origin possible 

will take too much time, the more frequent wind directions will be selected and simulated. The annual 

wind rose given by the nearest weather station of Cancale, in the town of St Brieux is the following: 
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 Figure 25: 2D Wind flow simulation, Shaded, North-East incidence  

 

The construction method of a wind rose is the following one: 

 Each point on the circle represents a possible wind origin: the circle is divided in 18 sectors of 

20°. 

 Each radius is divided in identical sections representing a yearly occurrence frequency in 

percentage. 

 Each colored concentric circle represents the yearly occurrence frequency of winds of a certain 

speed. 
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According to Figure 25, the two highest frequencies obtained in the town of Cancale are for winds coming 

from North-East at 40° and South-West at 220°. Those two directions will be studied in the analysis 

described below. 

 

4.3 CFD analysis 

The methodology followed to achieve the objectives mentioned in the former chapter involves two 

phases. Initially, in order to assess the problems created by the construction project, the impact of the 

buildings on one another has been observed thanks to the employment of wind flow simulation software. 

During the second phase, architectural and bioclimatic design recommendations have been made. 

 

4.3.1 Software benchmark 

The wind flow simulation software has been chosen carefully based on various criteria. First, financial 

criterion as one of the objective behind this study is to be able to replicate it and improve the services 

proposed by the company. With the market situation in France, the competition over urban planning 

projects is harsh. As a result each additional cost to achieve the project can make the company loose the 

contract. Therefore, the time spent by an engineer to search and calibrate the different parameters for the 

simulation as well as run the simulation is an important additional cost factor.  Besides, the time spent to 

model the urban form of the project has too to be reduced. As the urban planning activity have to 

produce a certain quantity of models, as the urban forms around the project, importing them directly into 

the software will save hard work and extra costs. Last but not least, the cost of the software license will be 

considered. 

 

The collaboration and cooperation allowed by the software between the two company activities is the 

second significant criterion. It reflects the respect of the company goal: have a global approach in all 

projects. Choosing software able to provide the results needed for the engineers analysis as well as visuals 

features that the urban planners can easily present and sell to the client, will assure that the cooperation 

put in place during the project will pursue. 

 

On more technical aspect is the accuracy of the results obtained and capacity of the software to manage 

different study area sizes and different topologies. 

 

In conclusion, the following criteria were considered: 

 Cost of the license 

 Quantity of data needed 

 Possibility to use the urban planning activity models 

 Time needed to run the simulation 

 Accuracy of the results 

 Maximum study area size for the simulation 

 Capacity to take into account topology 

 Good visual features 

 

During the benchmark few software were selected according to their popularity among the engineers and 

urban planners communities as well as some research simulation software that are well liked in the wind 

flow study within urbanized areas: 

 Vasari: Autodesk developed software, still in its beta version and which calculation process are 

unknown by the public 

 N3S: EDF developed software, initially used for industrial pollutants flows issues 
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 CitySim: simulation software allowing to realize multi bioclimatic parameters simulations 

 Archiwizard: software developed for architects, allowing to realize multi bioclimatic parameters 

simulations on a building 

 Solene: research laboratory CERMA developed software, known for its accuracy and for its 

capacity to manage various bioclimatic parameters at the same time 

 Envi-met: software developed for engineers, allowing to realize multi bioclimatic parameters 

simulations on a building 

 Urba-wind: Meteodyn developed software, recently commercialized but offering interesting 

features for wind flow analysis 

 Flow Design: Autodesk software commercialized for 3 years 

 

To analyze the software benchmark results, a weight has been given to each criterion according to its 

importance for the company:  

 

Criterion Weight 

License cost 25 % 

Quantity of data needed 10 % 

Use of UP activity models 10 % 

Time to run the simulation 10 % 

Study area size 10 % 

Accuracy 25 % 

Take into account topology 5 % 

Visual features 5 % 

TOTAL 100 % 

Tableau 2: Weighting system 

Each software has then been graded 1 out of 5 for each criterion, 5 being the best mark and 1 the worst. 

Each mark has been weighted as presented above and an overall grade on 5 was obtained. The results of 

the benchmark are displayed below: 
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License cost 5 3 3 3 3 5 1 4 

Quantity of data needed 4 2 4 2 1 2 4 4 

Use of UP activity models 5 1 1 5 1 1 5 5 

Time to run the simulation 2 2 4 4 1 2 2 2 

Study area size 3 3 2 2 5 3 4 3 

Accuracy 1 4 3 2 5 3 4 3 

Take into account topology 1 1 1 1 4 1 4 1 

Visual features 3 3 3 1 3 1 5 3 

TOTAL 3,1 2,75 2,8 2,65 3,15 2,9 3,2 3,35 

Tableau 3: Benchmark analysis grid 

According to the results of the benchmark analysis, out of the 8 software presented, the best choice is the 

Autodesk developed software Flow Design. The second best was UrbaWind that presented some 

interesting features, as the topology which was taken into account or better visual features, however the 

license cost was really too expensive.  And in third position was Solene that was more adapted to research 

work, for which the quantity of data and time for running the simulation are not that important compared 

to the accuracy of the results obtained. 

 

4.3.2 Two-Dimensioned CFD Simulation 

The analysis of the project buildings impact on one another was realized in two steps. At first, simulations 

were realized in 2D dimension. If the wind speed results displayed by such simulations can’t be taken at 

face value, it is a quick way to highlight the wind flow problems that may be encountered with the project. 

A simulation was made for the two high frequency wind incidences described in the precedent paragraphs.  

 

Three precision types were defined according to Meteodyn precision ranges for district scale:  

 Good: <1 m of precision 

 Normal: between 1 and 1.5 m of precision 

 Rough: >1.5 m of precision 

 

To be able to compare the simulations, each 2D wind flow simulations has a good precision and an initial 

wind flow of 3 m/s coming from the left side of the simulation area. 

 

4.3.2.1 North-East wind incidence 

Beginning with the North-East 2D analysis, Figure 26 shows the wind effects created by the project 

buildings with a 3m/s wind flow coming from the North-East.  
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 Figure 26: 2D Wind flow simulation, Shaded, North-East incidence  

 

Figure 27 shows the turbulences created by the project buildings with a 3 m/s wind flow coming from the 

North-East. 

 

 

 

 Figure 27: 2D Wind flow simulation, Flow line, North-East incidence  

 

Thanks to those two figures, three main wind flow mechanisms can be pointed out:  

 

 Double edges effects:  

Some double wedges effects can be observed between the main buildings blocks. According to the wind 

speed scale of Figure 28, the areas in yellow have a wind flow speed above the fixed limit of 5 m/s. Then, 

the wind speed gradient generated by those effects will be a source of pedestrian discomfort. 
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 Figure 28: Zoom on the double wedges effects, North-East incidence  

 

 Wake effects:  

Some wake effects are created behind the former hospital and the buildings block next to him. If the 

double edges effects do have an incidence on the pedestrian comfort, it can be observed that the wind 

speed reached by the turbulences behind those constructions is not above 5 m/s. As a result, those wake 

effects can be disregarded. 

 

  

 

 Figure 29: Zoom on the wake effects, North-East incidence  

 

 Liaison effects:  

Some liaison effects appear in the upper blocks of buildings as the wind flow, instead of going straight 

through the four blocks, is going upward. However, the wind flow speed in the liaison zones is below the 

5 m/s fixed limit. Those effects will then be considered negligible. 

 

  

 

 Figure 30: Zoom on the liaison effects, North-East incidence  
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4.3.2.2 South-West wind incidence 

Continuing with the South-West 2D analysis, Figure 31 shows the wind effects created by the project 

buildings with a 3m/s wind flow coming from the South-West.  

 

 

 

 Figure 31: 2D Wind flow simulation, Shaded, South-West incidence  

 

Figure 32 shows the turbulences created by the project buildings with a 3 m/s wind flow coming from the 

South-West. 

 

 

 

 Figure 32: 2D Wind flow simulation, Flow line, South-West incidence  

 

Thanks to those two figures, three main wind flow mechanisms can be pointed out: 

 

 Liaison effects:  

Some liaison effects can be observed between the buildings blocks. According to the wind speed scale of 

Figure 33, the areas in red have a wind flow speed above the fixed limit of 5 m/s. The wind speed gradient 

of the three first liaison effects then creates discomfort for the passing pedestrians. For the two last ones, 

the discomfort generated is not considered as critical.  
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 Figure 33: Zoom on the liaison effects, South-West incidence  

 

 Venturi effects: 

Some venturi effects can be observed in addition to the liaison effects, increasing the wind speed gradient 

already generated by them. 

 

  

 

 Figure 34: Zoom on the venturi effects, South-West incidence  

 

 Wake effects: 

Some wakes effects are created by the project behind the former hospital and the last buildings block. 

However, the wind flow speed reached is not high enough for the turbulences generated to be considered 

as source of discomfort for the pedestrians.  

 

  

 

 Figure 35: Zoom on the liaison effects, South-West incidence  

 

4.3.2.3 Simulation conclusion 

According to this first 2D analysis of the wind flow, some discomfort zones are emerging: 
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 Figure 36: Critical discomfort zones with the 2D analysis  

 

Yet, wind flow does not move only in a two dimensional plan. The sources of discomfort are strong 

double edges effects with North-East wind incidence and liaison effects with South-West wind incidence. 

For this analysis to be closer from the real wind flow, a 3D simulation has been realized for the two main 

wind incidences. 

 

4.3.3 Three-Dimensioned CFD simulation 

For the 3D simulations to be comparable to the 2D ones, each 3D wind flow simulation has an initial 

wind flow of 3 m/s coming from the left side of the simulation area. To be able to compare the 3D 

simulations with one another, each of them will have a normal precision. 

 

4.3.3.1 North-East wind incidence 

Beginning with the North-East 3D analysis, Figure 37 shows the wind effects created by the project 

buildings with a 3m/s wind flow coming from the North-East. 

 

 

 

 Figure 37: 3D Wind flow simulation, Shaded, North-East incidence  

 

Figure 38 shows the turbulences created by the project buildings with a 3 m/s wind flow coming from the 

North-East. 
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 Figure 38: 3D Wind flow simulation, Flow lines, North-East incidence  

 

By allowing the wind flow to be in a volume instead of a plane, it can be seen that the main effects 

observed in the 2D simulation are still present but dimmed: 

 

 Double edges effects:  

The double edges effects are all still present (Figure 39– a and b) however, according to the 3D simulation 

wind speed scale of Figure 37, the wind flow speed only reaches 4 m/s. The double edges effects are then 

not creating critical discomfort zone as specified in the precedent paragraphs. Those effects can be still 

treated if needed by some light windbreaker as vegetation.  

 

  

 

 a b  

 

  

 

 c d  

 Figure 39: Comparison of the 2D (c and d) and 3D (a and b) simulations 

double wedges effects, North-East incidence 
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 Wake effects:  

The wake effects disappear in the 3D simulation. However as the wind flow goes above the hospital 

(Figure 40 – a), new downstream turbulences appear as the wind go above the building. The wind speed, 

however, stay low and the turbulences will not cause serious discomfort to the pedestrians. 

 

  

 

 a b  

 

  

 

 C d  

 Figure 40: Comparison of the 2D (c and d) and 3D (a and b) simulations 

wake effects, North-East incidence 

 

 

 Liaison effects:  

The liaison effects shown by the 2D simulation are still barely present (Figure 41– a) as the wind is mainly 

going upward (Figure 41– b). The wind flow speed is even lower than in the 2D simulation.  

 

  

 

 a b  
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 c d  

 Figure 41: Comparison of the 2D (c and d) and 3D (a and b) simulations 

liaison effects, North-East incidence 

 

 

4.3.3.2 South-West wind incidence 

Continuing with the South-West 3D analysis, Figure 42 shows the wind effects created by the project 

buildings with a 3m/s wind flow coming from the North-East. 

 

 

 

 Figure 42: 3D Wind flow simulation, Shaded, South-West incidence  

 

Figure 43 shows the turbulences created by the project buildings with a 3 m/s wind flow coming from the 

South-West. 
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 Figure 43: 3D Wind flow simulation, Speed vectors, South-West incidence  

 

By allowing the wind flow to be in a volume instead of a plane, it can be seen that the main effects 

observed in the 2D simulation are still present but dimmed: 

 

 Liaison effects:  

The liaison effects are now weaker with a wind flow speed around 3 m/s according to the speed scale of 

Figure 42. They are then a negligible source of discomfort if any.  

 

  

 

 a b  

 

  

 

 c d  

 Figure 44: Comparison of the 2D (c and d) and 3D (a and b) simulations 

liaison effects, South-West incidence 
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 Venturi effects: 

The venturi effects completely disappeared as the strength of the liaison effect decrease. 

 

  

 

 a b  

 

  

 

 c d  

 Figure 45: Comparison of the 2D (c and d) and 3D (a and b) simulations 

venturi effects, South-West incidence 

 

 

 Wake effects: 

The wakes effects still exist but with turbulences with an even lower wind flow speed.  

 

  

 

 a B  
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 C d  

 Figure 46: Comparison of the 2D (c and d) and 3D (a and b) simulations wake 

effects, South-West incidence 

 

 

4.3.3.3 Simulation conclusion 

According to this 3D analysis of the wind flow, the highlighted discomfort zones emerging are: 

 

 

 

 Figure 47: Discomfort zones with the 3D analysis  

 

The discomfort zones are not critical discomfort zone and do not have to be treated imperatively. 

According to the urban zone classification depending on the wind speed, the joint development zone 

contains: 

 Relaxation public space zones with a wind speed between 0.4 and 4 m/s 

 Risk pollution zones, Figure 47, with a wind speed between 3 and 5 m/s 

As there is no critical zone with wind speed above 5 m/s, no windbreaker will have to be installed. 

5 Critics and conclusion 

 

5.1 Study suggested improvement 

The purpose of the study was to be sure that the exterior spaces featured in the urban planning team 

ground plan will be comfortable for the pedestrians and will improve the buildings performance. As a 
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result we focused on the built environment inside the Joint Development Zone and assumed the 

surrounding urbanization has been correctly realized. However, those buildings can prevent the creation 

of windbreaker by offering a welcomed shelter for the Joint Development Zone, or in our case create new 

wind flows problems. A 2D simulation was realized on a perimeter including the Joint Development Zone 

and the first rank of surrounding built environment to observe its impact on the wind flow. 

 

For the 2D simulations of the joint development zone plus the first rank of surrounding constructions to 

be comparable to the 2D simulations of the joint development zone alone, each wind flow simulation has 

a good precision and an initial wind flow of 3 m/s coming from the left side of the simulation area. 

 

5.1.1 North-East wind incidence 

Beginning with the North-East 2D analysis, Figure 48 shows the wind effects created by the project 

buildings and the first rank of surrounding constructions with a 3m/s wind flow coming from the North-

East. 

 

 

 

 Figure 48: Discomfort zones with the 3D analysis  

 

Figure 49 shows the turbulences created by the project buildings with a 3 m/s wind flow coming from the 

North-East: 

 

 

 

 Figure 49: Discomfort zones with the 3D analysis  
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The addition of the first rank of surrounding construction into the 2D simulations has an impact on the 

initial wind flow in the Joint Development Zone: 

 

 Double edges effects:  

The double edges effects are suppressed by the presence of a building upstream. However, the building 

generates two edge effects. Those edge effects do not create much discomfort as the wind flow speed 

stays around 4 m/s in the joint development zone according to the speed scale of Figure 50. 

 

  

 

 a b  

 

  

 

 c d  

 Figure 50: Comparison of the Joint Development Zone alone (c and d) and 

the Joint Development Zone with the 1st rank of surrounding constructions 

(a and b) simulations double wedges effects, North-East incidence 

 

 Wake effects:  

The wake effect behind the former hospital reappears (Figure 51– a and c) but is bound to disappear if a 

3D simulation is run. The wake effect behind the next buildings block is suppressed however a new one is 

created behind the second buildings block. The wind speed of the turbulences generated being around 4 

m/s, no critical discomfort zone is created. 

 

  

 

 a b  
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 Figure 51: Comparison of the Joint Development Zone alone (c and d) and 

the Joint Development Zone with the 1st rank of surrounding constructions 

(a and b) simulations wake effects, North-East incidence 

 

 

 Liaison effects:  

One of the liaison effects is still present (Figure 52 – a) however the second one has been suppressed by 

an upstream double wedges effect combined with a liaison effect generated by a building of the first rank 

surrounding constructions. The wind flow speed of the new combination is around 5 m/s at some points 

according to Figure 48 speed scale, and may create critical discomfort zones.  

 

 

  

 

 a b  

 

  

 

 c d  

 Figure 52: Comparison of the Joint Development Zone alone (c and d) and the 

Joint Development Zone with the 1st rank of surrounding constructions (a 

and b) simulations liaison effects, North-East incidence 
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5.1.2 South-West wind incidence 

Continuing with the South-West 2D analysis, Figure 53 shows the wind effects created by the project 

buildings and the first rank of surrounding constructions with a 3m/s wind flow coming from the South-

West. 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 53: Discomfort zones with the 3D analysis  

 

Figure 54 shows the turbulences created by the project buildings with a 3 m/s wind flow coming from the 

South-West. 

 

 

 

 Figure 54: Discomfort zones with the 3D analysis  

 

The addition of the first rank of surrounding construction into the 2D simulations has an impact on the 

initial wind flow in the Joint Development Zone: 

 

 Liaison effects:  

The liaison effects are weaker as the wind flow upstream the hospital is weaken (Figure 55– a) and 

replaced by new effects as a double edges effect (Figure 55 – a), a new liaison effect (Figure 55 – a) or a 

edge effect (Figure 55 – b). All those new effect have some points with a wind flow speed above 5 m/s 

that can create critical discomfort zones. 
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 Figure 55: Comparison of the Joint Development Zone alone (c and d) and 

the Joint Development Zone with the 1st rank of surrounding constructions 

(a and b) simulations liaison effects, South-West incidence 

 

 

 Venturi effects: 

The venturi effects completely disappeared as the liaison effects are suppressed by the surrounding 

constructions. 

 

  

 

 a b  
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 Figure 56: Comparison of the Joint Development Zone alone (c and d) and 

the Joint Development Zone with the 1st rank of surrounding constructions 

(a and b) simulations venturi effects, South-West incidence 

 

 

 Wake effects: 

The wakes effects are suppressed but some new wedge effect are generating turbulences (Figure 57 – b).  

 

  

 

 a b  
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 Figure 57: Comparison of the Joint Development Zone alone (c and d) and 

the Joint Development Zone with the 1st rank of surrounding constructions 

(a and b) simulations wake effects, South-West incidence 

 

 

5.1.3 Simulation conclusion 

According to this 3D analysis of the wind flow, the highlighted discomfort zones emerging are: 
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 Figure 58: Discomfort zones with the 2D analysis with the 1st rank of 

surrounding constructions 

 

 

This new 2D analysis demonstrates perfectly the impact the surrounding built environment can have on 

the exterior spaces. It must be notice that the simulation was only made in 2D for computer capacities 

reasons and that when doing the same simulation in 3D, the observed phenomena will likely to be less 

problematic or to disappear. It would be really interesting to complete the above study with new 3D 

simulations on a more spread area including 2 to 3 ranks of surrounding built environment. 

 

5.2 Conclusion 

 

This wind flow analysis allowed observing the main wind circumvention effects that may decrease the 

outdoor space comfort as well as the pedestrian comfort and by that the building performance. In the 

study case, no windbreaker will be needed as the wind flow speed does not exceed 4 m/s. 

 

Nevertheless, some improvement of the software used for the simulations will have to be obtained in 

order to be able to replicate the collaborative approach between engineers and urban planners: 

 In the study case, the topography within the Joint Development Zone could be neglected 

however for some other project more expanded or with altitudes differences, such software 

feature will be necessary. The weights given to the benchmark evaluation criteria may have to be 

adapted. 

 Even if the results were sufficient for the analysis to be made, the software calculation method 

presented some drawback: each building was considered as an object but the whole Joint 

Development Zone too. As a result some overspeed zones could be observer on each side of the 

studied area and vortex could be found downstream: it corresponds to a wake effect applied to 

whole studied area. 

 The pedestrian comfort quality is defined according to a percentage of time spent above a wind 

speed. As the software was not able to make such calculations, we studied the wind speed for the 

two high frequency wind directions. A more precise analysis could be obtained if all the wind 

directions were studied and each point would have its wind speed distribution over the year. 

 

Finally, to obtain an even better outdoor space comfort, it would be interesting not only to be able to 

make recommendations on which type of windbreaker should be installed and how, but on the buildings 

orientation as well. In addition to greatly improve the possibilities to reach outdoor space comfort, it will 
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allow the engineers to optimize the building and exterior spaces solar gains and bring the pedestrian 

comfort analysis to a new level. 
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